
HORROR PACK FOR AKVIS ARTSUITE - 50 STUNNING AND CREEPY FRAMES!

 

October 23, 2014 — AKVIS announces a new collection of frames for its ArtSuite software - the Horror
Pack with 50 exciting hand painted frame designs. Get ready for Halloween!

 

AKVIS has released a new set of frames - Horror Pack for AKVIS ArtSuite.

AKVIS ArtSuite is  an impressive  collection of  versatile  effects  for  decorating photos,  available in
versions  for  Windows  and  Mac.  Adding  extra  themed  frame  packs  it's  possible  to  increase  the
functionality of the software and enrich the built-in Library.

The program lets you easily frame your pictures. Just place a photo into a frame and run processing;
the edges will be smoothed and hidden to fit the frame, and you will get a stylish and impressive
framed image. 

The new Horror Pack includes 50 hand painted frames for those who enjoy exciting experiences and
crave for bright emotions!

Vampires,  zombies,  werewolves,  ghosts,  demons,  witches,  and  other  colorful  characters,  both
frightening and attractive, today come out of the shadows and gain more and more popularity.

These unique frames will  help you to prepare a collection of spectacular  Halloween party images,
decorate pictures from a costume photo session or from a meeting of fans of horror movies and
games, and let you create totally amazing posters and invitations.

Get inspiration for Halloween! Surprise your friends and colleagues!

Have a look at the thumbnails of the new frames. You can buy the new collection for only $15.

 

Now 16  themed  packs are  available  for  use  in  ArtSuite:  Wedding  Pack, Baby  Pack, Spring
Pack, Summer  Pack,  Autumn  Pack, Winter  Pack, Christmas  Pack, Saint  Valentine  Pack, Chinese
Horoscope, Sports Pack, Pirates World,  Beauty Pack, Travel Pack, Fantasy Pack, Halloween Pack, and
the new Horror Pack. Also, a free set of frames for any occasion is available free of charge, without
registration.

Note that the frame packs can only be used in the AKVIS ArtSuite Standalone program. To add a frame
pack to ArtSuite, just copy it into a folder selected in the program's preferences.

AKVIS ArtSuite, with all its frame packs, runs on Windows XP/Vista/Win 7/Win 8 and on Mac OS X
10.6-10.10. The program is available for the 10-day trial period free of charge.

AKVIS ArtSuite (Home Standalone) sells for $69; the price of the new Horror Pack is $15.

 

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in  development of image processing software.  Since the company's
launch  in  2004,  it  has  released  a  number  of  successful  products:  standalone  applications  and
Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.

 

 About the program: akvis.com/en/artsuite/index.php

Screenshot: akvis.com/en/artsuite/screenshots-artistic-effects.php

Download: akvis.com/en/artsuite/download-artistic-effects.php

Tutorial: akvis.com/en/artsuite-tutorial/index.php

 

Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php
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